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Our starting point

Decomposing the following concepts:

 Network

 Innovation 

 Proximity

 ……for the rural development



 Policy networks facilitate informal bargaining amid

policy processes. Networks provide order between

institutional complexity and frequent changes

(Peterson, 2007).

 There is an expansion of capacities through

network resources (Ongaro et al., 2011).

 Networks social ties play a significant role in

agricultural knowledge exchange particularly in

countries very suited to agriculture and depending

on the rural structure (Fiore et al., 2018).

 The importance of networks has also been

acknowledged in innovation systems research

(Birkenberg & Birner, 2018)

Networks



EU Networks

 EU policies are implemented via multi-level

networks relationships, involving EU

national, regional and local authorities. EC is

often characterized as a policy entrepreneur

that makes opportunistic use of its network

capital (Westlund & Kobayash i, 2013; Markus

Perkmann, 2003; Lin, 1996).

 EU community…consists of a big network of

individuals/stakeholders having various

policy roles and different capacities, and

geographically dispersed all over Europe

(Charapabidis et al., 2014).



EC strategies

 The EC promotes strategies to improve

local rural development by establishing

networks and spreading knowledge for

innovating (La Sala et al., 2017; De Pascale et

al., in press)

 Quick knowledge circulation allows a

reduction of asymmetric information

among European actors operating in

Agri Food Sector (La Sala et al., 2017;

Djelveh. & Contò, 2016)



EU needs

 Producers still face challenges in

achieving adequate competitiveness

levels due to the highest production costs

and low innovation degree (Fiore et al.,

2018; Gatzweller, 2016; Reij & Bayer, 2014).

1. Adapting Innovation Systems to New

Challenges (OECD, 2016; see
https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/research-

innovation/platforms-networks_en;)

2. Promoting local foods…consumer

interest in local food is more and more

high (Eurobarometer, 2011)

https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/research-innovation/platforms-networks_en


EU framework for Rural 
Development Programmes

 Six common EU priorities:

1. fostering knowledge transfer and innovation

2. enhancing the viability and competitiveness of all

types of agriculture, and promoting innovative farm

technologies and sustainable forest management

3. promoting food chain organization, animal welfare

and risk management in agriculture

4. restoring, preserving and enhancing ecosystems

related to agriculture and forestry

5. promoting resource efficiency and climate-resilient

economy

6. promoting poverty reduction and economic

development in rural areas



Innovation 

 Agricultural innovations can create positive

assets in rural communities……impact of such

innovations is crucial (Maxwell et al., 2012; Paris,

2002; Thomas et al., 2002; Parthasarathy, 2000)

 Open and dynamic innovations are more and

more crucial in the food industry in order to

meet the new challenges of the market and

the current needs of the customers (Fiore et al.,

2018; WHO, 2018).

 Consumers have an increasing active interest

about sustainable, quality, safety and healthy

food (OMS, 2018; Hoek et al., 2017; Ghvanidze et al.,

2016; Zecca and Rastorgueva, 2016)



Innovation and needs

 Consumer Orientation has become the

paradigm vs Production oriented

chain…’Reversed Food Chain. From the

Plate to the Farm: Priorities in Food Safety

and Technology’ (EC, 2014; EU, 2002)

 Food products have a large emotional value..

TRUST is necessary because foods go to

mouth….(Roy et al., 2017; Pringent-Simonin &

Herault Fournier, 2005; King, 2010; Canetti, 2002)

 Consumers are not just attracted by a

product but also by the emotional and health

benefits delivered by the product (Camerlynch,

2016; USDA, 2010;Spetsidis and Shamel, 2002)



LOCAL FOOD = GREEN, ‘FAIR’, 
QUALITY, SAFETY AND HEALTHY 
FOOD……. 
LOCAL FOOD = LOCAL MONEY

LOCAL FOOD X (MULTIPLIES) RURAL 
OPPORTUNITIES SO IMPROVING 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

New evocative operations



Source: from literature (2003-2012)

Figure 1: Papers’ titles on Short Food Supply Chain 



Figure 2: JRC scientific and policy reports 

Source: JRC, 2013



Functions of SFSC

 SFSC can be functional for valorizing the

endogenous resources of rural areas, for

increasing the net income of farmers and for

overcoming obstacles in commercializing products

on a retail basis due to low production scale and

legal requirements.

 Purchasing local foods can support and improve

local rural economies since production practices

seem to be perceived more environmentally

sustainable.

[FAO, 2018; Agujar et al., 2018; Luo, 2018; Tudisca et al., 2015;

Dill et al., 2014; Renting et al., 2003; Wubben et al., 2013;

Sgroi et al., 2014; Lanfranchi and Giannetto, 2015; Platania et

al., 2015; Renko, 2014]



Proximity 

 The concept of short chain incorporates at

least three dimensions of proximity (Brunori,

Galli, 2017):

1. Geographical: measures the physical distance

between producers and consumers;

2. Social: suggests a communication between

producer and consumer creating a sharing of

knowledge and values;

3. Economic: implies that the circulation of value

takes place within a community or territory

Proximity contribute to self-categorized rural

identity and bonding (Fiore, 2016; Alho, 2015; Johnson

et al., 2012; Galati et al., 2015) and rebuild trustful

relationships and common values



Advantages of SFSC

MAJOR ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS 

FOR CONSUMERS AND PRODUCERS

Figure 3: The advantages of SFSC



The model (Fiore, 2016)

 280 Italian cellars participating in Integrated Projects of Food Chains

 Year: 2015

 Face to face and web-based exploratory survey 

 Logit regression model  

Figure 4: Importance of direct sale

Source: Fiore, 2016



In Italy…Apulia Region

 Meaure 16 of Apulia region RDP is focused on

‘local promotional activities related to the

development of short supply chains and local

markets’ [Reg. 1305/2013, art. 35 (e)]

 Regional Law 30 April 2018, n. 16 ‘Standards

for the enhancement and promotion of

agricultural and agri-food products at zero

kilometer and of direct sales of agricultural

products’

 In particular, the Regional Law n. 16 defines

0km products: “a SFC products characterized

from the absence of commercial

intermediaries between the agricultural

enterprise and the final consumer”



The «Puglia km Zero» label (art. 18)

Markets reserved for direct sale

Promotion of information campaigns

Educational activities

Supports the supply and use of zero-

kilometer products in public 

procurement 

Some Regional Law tools



This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement 
N°728055.

The project: aims and approach



www.shortfoodchain.eu

• Systematize existing knowledge;

• Fostering demand-driven innovation;

• Facilitate stakeholders engagement;

• Building long-term collaboration among

European farmers and cooperatives.
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Introduction

Short food

Chain

Knowledge and 

Innovation

Network

SKIN is an ambitious initiative (2016) in the domain of Short

Food Supply Chain (SFSC) “H2020 - RUR-10-2016-2017 -

Thematic Networks compiling knowledge ready for

practice”



www.shortfoodchain.eu

THE 14 COUNTRIES INVOLVED
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http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/good-practices/

http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/good-practices/


www.shortfoodchain.eu

• Overcoming knowledge fragmentation

• Re-connecting the two extremities of the

food supply chain, reconciling producers

with citizens

• Stimulating mutual trust

• Establishing a short chain based on

common values on food, its origin and

production method

• Promoting innovation from the ground,

bottom-up and demand-driven

23

Objectives

Building a new community of relations, where

food is the intermediary between farmers and

society



www.shortfoodchain.eu 24

Approach

Closing the knowledge divide and ensure impact 

of bottom-up innovation practices in SFSC



www.shortfoodchain.eu 25

Impact

Promoting bottom-up and

demand-driven innovation

in SFSC: identification of 100

good practices

Organisation of 6 thematic

Innovation workshops to

generate at least 30 ideas

for innovation

Organise coaching activities to

support the development of 10

demand-driven innovation

projects

Raise awareness through

innovative dissemination

and communication

formats

Fostering stakeholders 

engagement, acceptance 

and uptake

Establish of a permanent 

association of stakeholders, 

working on the improvement 

of SFSC’s efficiency



This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement 
N°728055.

Key concepts



www.shortfoodchain.eu 27

Key concepts

CHAIN

EXCHANGE

NETWORK

PROXIMITY

LAND USE

NATURE



www.shortfoodchain.eu 28

Chain

Short Food Supply Chains are characterized by

maximum one intermediary between producer

and consumer (EIP-Agri, 2016)

SKIN aims to bring society closer to European

farmers and to build a community of relations

for the economy of the future



www.shortfoodchain.eu 29

Exchange

The SKIN Community is based on an economy

of sharing among european farmers and

cooperatives, fostering the aggregation of

european good practices and initiatives in the

Short Food Supply (SFC) sector

Learning, Sharing, Innovating

SKIN is identifying good practices across Europe

(based on the preliminary work already carried

out within the EIP-AGRI Focus Group)



www.shortfoodchain.eu

The creation of two types of working groups will be

aimed at identifying specific aspects, experiences

and shortcomings in SFSCs management aimed at

generating demand driven innovations.

• 6 sub-thematic working groups: composed of 3 to

4 partners and, when relevant, external experts.

• 25 regional nodes: composed of stakeholders

communities active at the different regional levels

involved within the SKIN consortium through

coaching activities.
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Network

Creating a European network of best practices to

overcome knowledge fragmentation and support

bottom-up innovation initiatives



www.shortfoodchain.eu

SKIN aims at generate concrete actions in 

innovating SFSCs
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Network

From theory to practice



www.shortfoodchain.eu 32

Network

Clustering with sister thematic networks and

project for impact

Sector-specific thematic 

networks

Cross-cutting thematic 

networks

CERERE SKIN

EU PIG AFINET

Inno4Grass Agri-Spin

SheepNet AGRIFORVALOR

Winetwork Smart-AKIS

OKNetArable HNV-Link

Hennovation FERTINNOWA

4D4F

EuroDairy

EUFRUIT



www.shortfoodchain.eu

SFSCs are about the rebuilding of trustful

relationships and common values between

society and producers
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Proximity

Food: a place of trust where producers and

society must meet
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Land Use and Nature

Short Food Supply Chain: 

making a better use of our land

SFSCs have a positive impact on the

environment and on many other related

aspects including human health and wellbeing,

economic and food supply resilience.



Consortium
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www.shortfoodchain.eu

Multi-disciplinarity and multi-actor approach 

36



www.shortfoodchain.eu 37

Consortium - logos



www.shortfoodchain.eu

Partner Meetings 
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Review meeting in Brussel, July 2018

Project meeting in Paris, October 2017



www.shortfoodchain.eu

WPs Title 

WP 1 Project Management

WP 2 Setting the metrics for the identification of SSCs

good practices and establishing evaluation

and assessment criteria

WP 3 Identification of good practices - Institutional,

regulatory and legal frameworks as enabling

factors - Successful case studies and business

models

WP4 Community building and animation

WP5 Promoting innovation-driven research and

addressing grassrootslevel creative ideas

WP6 Dissemination, Scaling-up, Impact Mobilisation,

Sustainability and Exploitation

WP7 Ethics

7 WPs: description

39



www.shortfoodchain.eu

CONCLUSIONS

Let’s have less talk and more actions
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More than 100 good practices in SFSC uploaded

Visit our repository of Good Practices in short food chain:

http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/good-practices/

Just 1 example:

The company

"Auboutduchamp"

collects the products

of the countryside

around Paris and

makes them

available in the Paris

and Levallois-Perret

vending machines.

The goal is to stimulate the consumption of local products

making them very accessible. The producers are presented on

the company's website.

http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/good-practices/


www.shortfoodchain.eu
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Good Practices page

Discover our stories and good practices (videos and stories)
http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/videos-and-stories/fresh-products.kl

http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/videos-and-stories/fresh-products.kl


www.shortfoodchain.eu
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The Project - Sections

Visit the website sections
http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/the-project/the-project.kl

http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/the-project/the-project.kl


www.shortfoodchain.eu
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Thematic Networks page

Raising
awareness on
like-minded
projects

Visit the following link to discover the TNs:
http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/thematic-networks/thematic-networks.kl

http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/thematic-networks/thematic-networks.kl


www.shortfoodchain.eu
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Website Analytics
 Period: Feb 2017 – 30 June 2018

 Sessions*: 5.122

 Average visit duration: 2:44

 Unique users: 2.726

* A session is the

period time a user is

actively engaged

with the website



www.shortfoodchain.eu
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Community building via social media

Twitter

• Thematic & content-based account

• @shortfoodchain, #agrifoodcommunity, 
#skin_icw

• Followers: more than 380

Establishing, enlarging and engaging online 

community on SKIN themes

YouTube

• To host SKIN videos



www.shortfoodchain.eu
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SKIN Flyer (12 languages)

Official dissemination material about SKIN

objectives and impacts



By borrowing Marcel Proust

«Research does not consist in 
searching for new lands 

but in having new eyes……
..new trust eyes»



 Dzięki! Thank you! Merci! Спасибо! Gracias

ARIGATOU! Danke! Dziękuję! Dank je / u!

Mulţumesc! Teşekkür ederim! Tack! Tack så mycket

Kiitos! לךתודה ! Takk! ďakujem, ďakujem vám! Hvala!

! shokran Ευχαριστώ! Děkuji! Tak skal du have!

Dankon! Hvala, Hvala lepa, Najlepša hvala! Gràcies!

Faleminderit Hvala! Ačiū, De’koju, Labai ačiū (khàwp

khun)! (khàwp khun mâak) shukrīya ( ہتب ) هي

(bahut)! Благодаря! Благодаря! Obrigado! Gracias

Þakka þér! baie dankie! Takk fyri! Sipas dekem تشم

مک ! Благодарам! Hvala Vam! V Təşəkkür Paldies!

Pateicos! / Tencinu! Terima kasih Дуже дякую;

Дякую! Спасибі! Баярлалаа! Гялайлаа! Танд их

баярлалаа Terima kasih (dhonyobād) Salamat!

Trugarez! Mersi! Trugarez! Danke! Grazie!

mariantonietta.fiore@unifg.it

mailto:Mariantonieta.fiore@unifg.it

